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to further build on recent improvements to 
our infrastructure. As a school we have also 
committed £179,000 from our budget to this 
project.

This grant will enable us to continue with our 
long term development plan to upgrade and 
refurbish the facilities at the school, allowing 
us to make much needed improvements to 
benefit all of our young people and the wider 
community. The improvements to the learning 
environment in the English teaching spaces 
will complement recent improvements in our 
Maths and Design and Technology blocks, the 
recently installed tennis courts and upgraded 
toilet facilities for students in K Central. 

The funding provides an opportunity for us 
to address some key infrastructure issues 
with the fabric of the building. We will also 

I am pleased to share the fantastic news that 
we have been successful in securing a 

£1.7 million grant to refurbish one of our 
oldest buildings, the English block, formerly 
Elmbury Secondary School for Girls, built in 
the 1960s. 

In December 2018, Martin Thomas, Director 
of Business Management made a bid for 
funding from the Government’s Condition 
Improvement Fund and shortly before the 
Easter break, I was informed that our bid 
was successful. I am indebted to Martin for 
his work on this and other successful previous 
bids, which are continuing to make a massive 
difference to the learning environment for 
our students.

This is a very significant bid success, one 
of the largest in the country, and helps us 

Mr G M Watson
Headteacher

BUILDING FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE

be moving the Library to the ground floor to 
co-locate with English, for obvious learning 
benefits. Ground floor access to the Library 
is something we have wished to improve for 
disabled access and it will open up another 
modern space, which will be available to the 
community for out of hours sessions.

The building works will also enable 
development of our toilet facilities for 
students, with the chance to address a 
collapsed sewer. It will also see the creation 
of a new visitor entrance to the school to 
enhance safeguarding so that all visitors will 
enter through Reception to access the site. 

The work on E Block has now started by 
our contracted builders EG Carters Ltd and 
is moving at a rapid pace. So far, the former 
finance office, main staffroom and entrance 

into E block have been totally demolished 
as well as an upper corridor and classrooms 
formerly known as E5-E7 being opened up in 
preparation for reconfiguration. The outdoor 
areas surrounding the block have been 
landscaped to make way for the building 
works and this area eventually will see further 
parking and improved roadside access at the 
entrance to the school. The build will take 
approximately one year to complete. 

This is an incredibly exciting development  
for Tewkesbury School and will provide 
major benefits to our young people – your 
children. I look forward to keeping families 
updated on the progress of the work over the  
coming year. 

‘The new visitor 
entrance to the 
school will enhance 
safeguarding for our 
pupils ’

MAGAZINE SUMMER 2019
KUDOSS

£1.7 million refurbishment grant secured!
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When I surveyed parents and students 
this time last year, the constructive 

feedback I received was overwhelmingly 
focused around the absence of appropriate 
toilet facilities and perceptions of bullying at 
the school. As a consequence, this year we 
have invested heavily in new toilet facilities 
in both the maths block and within the 
refurbished DT block. The cost of the maths 
block toilets at £120,000 was more than 
four times the total capital money the school 
receives per annum to manage the whole 
estate! Furthermore, the £2.5m investment 
in redeveloping the English block, secured 
by way of a successful capital bid to the 
Government, will allow us to deal with a 
collapsed sewer and provided even more high 
quality toilets across the school. 

In relation to concerns raised around bullying, 
we have raised the issue through assemblies 
and a group of students have led the school 
to achieve the Diana Award for anti-bullying 
with considerable support from their teacher, 
Miss Pugh. This is a significant achievement 
and something for which all should be 
congratulated. As part of the process an 
anti-bullying charter has been launched and 
all screensavers show what this means to 
students. Our approach to behaviour is also 
increasingly based around respect for peers, 
teachers and parents.

It will not come as a surprise to many of you, 
that social media is the root of many bullying 
issues in schools. Harmful posts on the 
internet about your children are distressing, 
damaging and difficult to monitor. Unfiltered 
and unrestricted access to the internet via 
smart phones can create opportunities in the 
classroom to aid learning but, on balance, 
I believe creates more problems in the form 
of cyberbullying, inappropriate posts and 
general misuse.

More children are subjected to cyberbullying 
in England than in any other developed 
nation, according to an international survey 
of more than a quarter of a million heads 
and teachers. Indeed some countries such 
as France have banned phones completely in 
their schools. The Department for Education, 
the Secretary of State and the Minister for 
School Standards are all of the opinion that 
smartphones should not be allowed since 
they are both a distraction and a source of 
abuse and bullying. It is for these reasons, 
and after considerable deliberation, 
that I propose, from September, to 
move to the model adopted in the 
majority of the county’s secondary 
schools where mobile phones must 

Mr G M Watson
Headteacher

Clare de Glanville
Assistant Headteacher

EDUCATION MATTERS -  
PARENT POWER!

success and positive social behaviour for 
our young people.

Parents’ Evening data reveals some 
interesting patterns – there is a steady 
drop off in parental engagement with the 
school between Years 7 91% and 11 78%. 
We are keen to remove any barriers to 
improve engagement at these events and 
next year we will be using an electronic 
sign up system, increasing the number of 
appointment slots available and providing 
a crèche for younger siblings.

We will also be developing other 
opportunities for parents to engage with 
the school. The establishment of a Parents’ 
Forum with termly meetings will provide an 
excellent opportunity to meet face to face 
to develop ideas and share opinions about 
a variety of matters: academic, pastoral or 
extra-curricular. A programme of parent 
workshops will allow parents to dip into 
sessions aimed to support their children’s 
mental health, literacy, numeracy and 
future aspirations. More information about 
these opportunities will follow next term.

Tewkesbury School continues to go from 
strength to strength with improving results 
and higher expectations for our students. 
We love and appreciate the support we 
receive from many parents and want to 
work even more closely and with more 
impact with greater numbers of parents.

Together we can make a difference to the 
young people we share in common. 

Delve into your child’s school bag (if you 
dare!) and, right at the bottom, you 

may find a rat-king tangle of wrappers, 
rotting fruit and permission slips. At 
Tewkesbury School, online communication 
via the website, Facebook and Twitter has 
done much to improve this fate for school 
letters, but even electronic invitations and 
opportunities are missed in the daily inbox 
deluge. Responsibilities of work and the 
logistics of organising family life mean that 
it is often difficult to keep on top of what 
is going on. It can take a huge effort to 
dedicate time to supporting the school and 
your child’s learning, yet research shows 
that family life has the greatest impact on 
the success of a young person. 

Children spend 85% of their waking 
hours outside the classroom and there are 
lasting effects on character, mindset and 
attainment that are gained from time spent 
with their families. Professor John Hattie, 
one of the world’s best-known researchers 
in education rates parental engagement as 
a significant contributing factor to student 
achievement.

Tewkesbury School is a true community 
school – many of our parents attended as 
students and were even taught by their 
children’s teachers. Relationships between 
parents and teachers are strong, faces are 
familiar and support is good. In spite of this, 
parental engagement is an area that needs 
improving at Tewkesbury School if we are 
to secure the best outcomes for academic 

HEADTEACHER’S UPDATE

not be seen out during the day on the 
school premises.

I fully recognise that there are arguments in 
favour of phones in schools and recognise 
that some would say we should be educating 
children to use phones responsibly. I also 
recognise that they can be used as useful 
tools to support learning. In addition, they 
provide a safety mechanism for children and 
parents whilst the youngsters commute to 
and from school. Knowing where your child 
is and having the opportunity for them to 
phone you is important in the 21st century. 
By way of reassurance, young people, in 
an emergency, will still be able to contact 
home during the school day from Student 
Reception and, similarly, parents needing 
to get in touch with their child can do so by 
ringing the school. Children will, of course, be 
able to have their phones on whilst travelling 
to and from school and we will also continue 
to educate them in relation to appropriate 
uses of mobile technologies and social media.

Amongst other things, we are keen to 
promote more social interaction, develop 
oracy skills, see children speaking to one 
another rather than only engaging with a 
screen and, most of all, diminish the potential 
for harmful behaviours through misuse. I am 
equally aware that students can still engage 
in such behaviours outside of school time so 
what I am proposing does have limitations. 
I remain minded, however, to limit that 
potential damage and encourage children 
to focus on their learning and forming 
relationships through face to face contact 
whilst in school.

Full details of our revised expectations can 
be found in our revised mobile phone policy 
which will be emailed to you and is available 
on our website. In simple terms, students will 
still be able to bring a phone to school, but 
it will need to be in their bag and switched 
off, not on their person. It will need to be 
switched off from 8am or as soon as a student 
arrives at the school site until they leave at the 
end of the day. Phones out during the day will 
mean sanctions are employed in line with the 
policy.

Other headteachers report very positive 
changes to their schools when they have 
moved to this model of operation and I expect 
us to witness similar benefits.

Thank you for your continued support. I wish 
you and your families a wonderful summer 
break and look forward to welcoming your 
youngsters back in September. 

              www.tewkesburyschool.org
 – About Us > Parent’s Forum page and click the link 

If you are interested in being part of 
the Parent’s Forum, please visit our 
website

We will contact you with a meeting 
schedule and focus for the first 
meeting in the Autumn Term. We 
aim to have a group of 20 – 30 
parents who represent all year 
groups, backgrounds and needs 
who will be willing to share their 
opinions. ACH

IEV
EM
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Tewkesbury School already has a well-
established transition programme 

that stretches from Year 5 to the end of 
Year 7 and every year, the school receives 
many compliments about the events that 
contribute to developing the confidence 
of students as they move up to secondary 
school. 

In Year 5 during February, students visit for 
a day with their class and teacher. In Year 
6 they visit with their parents during Open 
Week. The Partnership Learning Event is held 
at the end of June when they visit with either 
their parent or carer for a morning of lessons 
and finally, in July, they attend along with 
whole cohort for their transition Taster Day. 
Over the year we organise a number of other 
transition activities including after school 
Year 6 subject sessions in various subjects. 
There is the chance to work with DT staff 
and Year 12 students to design and print 
a t-shirt to feature in our Catwalk Fashion 

Lyndsey Woodward
Transition Manager

TRANSITION TO TEWKESBURY 

Design Technology – 
refurbished teaching spaces 

creating a positive impact on 
teaching and learning

Pastoral Centre and Student 
Reception – refurbished area co-locating 

services creating a purposeful, supportive 
environment

Student toilets – refurbishment of the K central toilets 
to provide better facilities for our young people

English – improvement drive generating improved outcomes 
in 2019

Maths – attainment is in line with the top 20% of schools

Attendance – is now better than national averages – a 
collective success between staff, students and parents

SEND – improved strategic and operational approach towards 
SEND matters

Sixth Form – successful peer reading scheme and a new 
Post-16 Study Room

Anti-Bullying – introduction of our anti-bullying charter 
by our student ambassadors and being awarded the Bronze 
accreditation through the Diana Awards

Governance and leadership – remains strong and secure

Extra-Curricular Activities & Business/Enterprise 
Links – providing a wealth of opportunities for all students 
continues to be a strength, along with excellent opportunities 
for pupils to engage with employers to discuss future 
aspirations.  

Show, Literacy visits to our library, a public 
speaking competition with Mrs King in 
English and over 30 primary sports events all 
shape a varied programme. 

At this year’s Partnership Learning Event held 
in June, we were joined by 80 Year 6 students 
and their parents who spent a very warm 
Saturday morning working together. 

Feedback from the parents was very positive, 
with comments including “Thank you for 
such a well put together event. My son loved 
being able to express himself in art and 
learnt so much in cookery” and “Thank you 
to the staff for giving up their sunny Saturday 
- all of the teachers were awesome and my 
daughter had a brilliant morning”.

In July the children then spent a successful 
transition Taster Day at school getting to 
know their new class mates and enjoying a 
mixture of lessons and activities each with a 

TO DO: 

➠ Extend our canteen provision 

➠  Create a central facility for staff 

➠�  New reception, English classrooms and relocation of 
the library following the £1.7 million pound E Block 
refurbishment 

‘Thank you to the 
staff for giving 
up their sunny 
Saturday - all of 
the teachers were 
awesome and my 
daughter had a 
brilliant morning’

different teacher.
The written material and other support 
meetings throughout the summer term 
of Year 6 are well received by families and 
transition support does not stop when 
children arrive in Year 7. 

The first day in September is only for Year 
7 to help them settle in, and during the 
autumn term on 26 September, we will 
have an evening of advice for parents about 
supporting learning and dealing with social 
media. We also ensure that tutors contact 
home during this term to check everything 
is OK. 

The aim of all of these induction events is 
to ensure that children are fully prepared for 
their transition and have a supportive and 
welcoming start to their secondary schooling 
here at Tewkesbury School. Gradually, the 
school campus and any anxiety shrink as 
the student’s confidence grows and once 

a child is happy and feels secure, they are 
ready to learn. With such a good induction 
programme, our students quickly settle and 
make strong academic progress. 

I really hope that the Year 6 children have 
enjoyed their final few weeks at primary 
school and we look forward to seeing them 
joining us in September. 

ACH
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September as Year 7 students, along with 
all the other new starters from our partner 
primary schools.

Next year promises to be an exciting time 
as we prepare to move over to a purpose 
built library located in E block as part of the 
refurbishment programme. This will see us 
located at the heart of the English Faculty 
and ensure that we are accessible for all. We 
are looking forward to making plans for the 
future in our new home!

Finally, we extend a huge thank you to the 
Rotary Club of Tewkesbury and Tewkesbury’s 
local bookshop – Bookworm for donating 
funds to help us buy new material. Because 
of their generosity, we were able to buy some 
great new publications which were sourced 
by Alison’s Bookshop Tewkesbury. The fresh 
new titles were selected by our reading 
group, our anti-bullying ambassadors and 
word millionaires. 

It’s been an eventful year for Tewkesbury 
School Library with a whole range of 

exciting activities taking place.

In January, we welcomed the local author 
Andy Seed who gave both our 7 and 8 year 
groups an insight to the world of publishing. 
Andy shared some useful tips and techniques 
with students to use in their creative writing. 
Year 10 and A Level English students were 
also given an inspirational seminar on 
writing, storytelling and publishing.

In March, World Book Day centered around 
a Harry Potter theme with lots of Wizards 
‘flying around’ and a fabulous cake and book 
sale. We had a fun quiz on the day which all 
Tutor Groups competed in to win a huge box 
of chocolates.

For Year 7 students, the pizza challenge in 
the Spring Term was a closely contested 
competition. Accelerated Reader continues 
to strengthen our culture of reading and 
encourages our students to read for pleasure. 
With 28 word millionaires this year, one of 
these students will be given the chance to 
win a Kindle Fire at the end of year Praise 
Assembly. Our next quest is to see who will 
join the millionaires in a second teacher-
nominated draw. A student who has 
impressed their teacher the most with their 
attitude to learning will be selected to win 
the second Kindle Fire.

In traditional form, the Library will be hosting 
the Millionaire’s Banquet in the last week of 
term to celebrate the students’ achievements.

We have enjoyed Tirlebrook Primary school 
visiting each week for a series of Library 
lessons. Children from Year 6 created a 
presentation of their favourite authors and 
were able to take out their favourite books 
and find their way around the fiction area. 
We look forward to seeing them again in 

Bethany Marks, Melanie Healey and Lauren Bayliss 
Year 12

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES  
OF USING YOUR MOBILE PHONES  
IN SCHOOL

LIBRARY NEWS

One of the members 
of our reading group 
quoted:

‘I am a member of the 
Library reading group 
‘Page-Turners’ and it 
was amazing to choose 
some new Anime books. 
I love Manga and read 
every day. Reading is 
fun because it can take 
you to imaginative 
places and is very good 
for my brain!’ 
Santa Berzina, Year 9 
(Bronte)

Mrs Baird
Assistant Librarian

CHARITABLE TEWKESBURY

Many teenagers own a phone which 
could cause many problems to a 

teenagers’ education. One way in which 
this impacts upon education is social 
media notifications. This is a distraction 
as many people have an audible signal, 
breaking their concentration and urging 
them to check their phone. This becomes 
an addiction, so it is important to turn your 
notifications off or keep your phone out of 
ear shot.

There are many things shown on social 
media that are unrealistic and can lead 
to teenagers being self-conscious and 
unhappy with themselves such as seeing 
images of models and celebrities who 
appear on shows such as Love Island. In 
some cases this can cause or heighten 
eating disorders and depression. Bullying 
can also occur online which can have an 
impact on the real world, which in turn 
can lead to a student dreading going in to 
school. 

Staying up on your phone all night can 
be addictive, leading to sleep deprivation 
which in the long term can mean 
homework and revision does not meet the 
student’s potential. 

On the other hand, mobile phones can 
benefit a student’s learning by using revision 
apps or websites such as Quizlet. This way 
can be of benefit, as you can learn on the go, 
for example, on the way to school instead of 
carrying large textbooks to school every day.

Mobile phones can also help with the 
understanding of previous material by 
researching the work and then consolidating 
the learning. If a student is unsure on a topic 
area, they can easily search the topic on their 
phone and watch a YouTube video explaining 
the topic to fill in the gaps in knowledge. 
Phones can also be used to arrange study 
groups with friends, which could motivate a 
student to revise who finds it hard to work 
independently.

Therefore, using mobile phones can be an 
aid when it comes to a student’s studies 
as they can consolidate their learning and 
easily carry out independent study. 

However, it is important that there are 
restrictions when it comes to social media on 
a phone whilst studying, so apps like Forest 
or Flipd can be utilised to help with these 
restrictions, whilst allowing the phone to be 
on in case of an emergency.  

£8000

Our students have raised an amazing total of £8,000 for 
various charities since the start of this school year! The 
charities are: Birmingham Children’s Hospital, Cancer 
Research UK, Winston’s Wish, Dogs Trust and MIND. Well done 
to our caring students for raising such an outstanding amount 
of money that can really make a difference. 

Over the last year, our Diana Award trained Anti-Bullying Ambassadors 
have been working endlessly to provide peer-led solutions to 

bullying, online safety and general student wellbeing in school. They 
have addressed staff and their peers in assemblies, organised a number 
of events, including giving out gifts and treats as ‘thank yous’ to students 
who always treat others with kindness and respect, have organised 
new resources for our Library and launched a brand new anti-bullying 
charter which is displayed all around our school. 

This group of young people have taken our school’s positive and 
student-centred culture from strength to strength and have worked 
incredibly hard to raise awareness across the school to help promote 
kindness, inclusion and tolerance. Having evidenced our hard  
work to the Diana Award’s Programme, we are very proud to  
announce that we are just a small number of schools who have been 
awarded The Diana Award’s Anti-Bullying Bronze level 
Accreditation.  

ANTI-BULLYING AWARD
Miss Pugh
Anti-bullying co-ordinator

STUDENT PARLIAMENT
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SPORTS DAY 2019 

YEAR 8 HOUSE MASTERCHEF COMPETITION

At the start of July we held another 
successful Sports Day – one of the best 

in recent years. The sky was blue, the sun was 
shining and the athletes were on top form! 
A huge thanks to Miss Hamilton and our PE 
department for organising the event and to all 
those students competing, acting as scorers, 
those that helped with D of E refreshments 
and First Aid. A great effort! 

CONGRATULATIONS 
BRUNEL House who won the 
Nigel Roe Upper School Sports 
Day Cup

CONGRATULATIONS 
to PRIESTLEY House who won 
the Sarah Howison Lower School 

Sports Day Cup and were overall SPORTS 
DAY WINNERS FOR 2019! Mr Watson 

was especially pleased to see the first Priestley 
House victory in his time as Headteacher.

Well done to the staff who took part in the staff 
100m race and congratulations to Mrs King on 
being the first lady across the line!

There were also some new Sports Day records – 
congratulations to the following students:

100m Y8 boys: LAYNE WEST-HALE 
(Bronte) 12.5 – beat Jason Tinder 1983 
12.6 

100m Y7 boys: OLLIE SUMMERELL 
(Brunel) 13.18 – beat Lucas Smith 2015 
13.2 

Triple Jump Y7 girls: MYA BURY (Hodgkin) 
8.20m – beat Ellie Baker 2016 7.40m

A great day of school sport. Priestley House with Mr Watson - Sports Day winners 2019

We held another successful House Masterchef 
competition in Food Technology this term. Well 

done to all the finalists on cooking up some wonderful 
dishes based on the theme of catering for a sporting 
occasion or event. These ranged from Royal Ascot, the 
Rugby World Cup and the Women’s Football World Cup 
Final. A round of heats took place in early June and the 
finalists from each House were:

Brunel – Tom Francis and Asher Grant
Keller – Apryl Whitear and Darcey Coleman
Hodgkin – Ben Ellwood and Jacob Lutton
Priestley – Xavier and Rafferty Welch
Elgar – Samuel Tomkins and Lucas Tibbles
Bronte – Jess Quinn and Annie Plummer

The students spent time creating their menus and 
busied themselves practising dishes at home ready for 
the final on 19 June. On the day of the final, they spent 
the morning in the fantastic food tech rooms under the 
watchful supervision of myself and Mrs Warner, and 
worked together to make their meal. There were a few 
stressful moments but everyone handled the pressure 
to present some fine looking meals. 

After some tough decisions from the judging panel, 
which included Mr Julian Atrous a professional chef 
from our school caterers Aramark, the winning dishes 
were chosen and the trophy and prizes were presented. 

Congratulations to everyone involved. 
1st Bronte –  Jess Quinn and Annie Plummer
2nd Keller –  Apryl Whitear and Darcey Coleman
3rd Elgar –  Samuel Tomkins and Lucas Tibbles 

Mrs Woodward
Marketing Manager

Mrs Butt , Head of Food
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Along with Trelleborg Sealing Solutions in 
Tewkesbury we have set a new Guinness 

World Record title for the largest O-ring ever 
produced at 364 meters.

Earlier in the year Tony Collingwood, MD 
of Trelleborg, contacted us with an exciting 
proposal – to create the world’s largest 
seamless O-ring and place it around 
Tewkesbury Abbey. A very ambitious 
project! The company set to work with 
their plans and teamed up with 20 of our 
eager Year 9 students who will be studying 
Engineering next year. 

The exciting project took place over 8 
weeks in the summer term, where the 
Trelleborg staff taught the students both 
at their manufacturing site in Tewkesbury 
and at school. Students have learnt about 
engineering, planning and operations, 
project management, logistics, costing, 
health and safety and marketing.

These are skills that our students will be 
able to take into future careers and has 
provided a valuable experience that they 
can use on any applications for university or 
apprenticeships.

From Trelleborg’s point of view, as a growing 
business, it has provided an opportunity for 
them to promote themselves to the local 
community. 

O-rings are one of the most important types 
of seal produced in the world and are used 
in critical applications in the aerospace 
and oil and gas industry. To make such a 
big version produced some troublesome 
engineering issues which the students had 
to solve.

OFFICIALLY O-MAZING! WORLD RECORD SUCCESS
Mr Fallows
Head of Technology

 The 364m O-ring took over 4 weeks to 
design, cost and plan and two weeks to 
manufacture using specialist equipment. 
The project culminated on Friday 12th 
July where the O-ring was placed around 
Tewkesbury’s most famous landmark – 
Tewkesbury Abbey and the Guinness World 
record attempt took place.

After rigorous adjudication from the judges, 
the announcement was finally made. We 
had done it! 

Congratulations and many thanks to all 
involved in this project, but especially to 
the staff at Trelleborg Sealing Solutions for 
giving so much of their time, support and 
dedication to making this project a huge 
success for the benefit of our students.  

Mrs Felton
Head of Music

OUR WINNING POP I CONS 

WEDNESDAY 10TH JULY 2019
D R A M A  H A L L

7.00PM - DOORS 6.45PM
TICKETS: ON THE DOOR

£4 ADULTS, £2 STUDENTS

 

ASHER AND KEIRA GRANT

 

SWEETHEARTZ
BROOKE KEAY, ELLI MAVIN & EVIE ARNOLD

 

PRIMORDIAL SOUP
FINLAY COUPE, NATHAN THOMAS & JAKE QUEMBY

 

PRESENTED BY :
JESS DASH AND BEN STOCK

THE FINALISTS :
LILY BLACKBURN  SAMUEL TOMKINS  RACHEL BAGLEY  MILLIE SMITH

AMELIA FLANDERS  JENNA FELLOWS  LILY DIDCOTE

ELLA HUGHES-KILBY 
  

 ANNA KOSINSKA  LAUREN HOWE

Well done to all of the students on their successful performances in this year’s Pop Icons 
musical talent show.

In joint 3rd place was Samuel Tomkins and Amelia Flanders

In 2nd place was Millie Smith

Congratulations to Anna Kosinska who was crowned as our WINNER this year singing 
“There are worse things I could do” from Grease.

The audience vote winner was the group Sweetheartz (Brooke Keay, Elli Mavin and Evie Arnold)

The Presenters choice was Jenna Follows 
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FOCUS ON CAREERS

Mr Ben Jordan, Governor

Earlier in the term, Year 9 students Ethan 
Marks and Fernando Bourges interviewed 

Governor Ben Jordan to learn more about  
his career.

Q 
What is your job title:

ASenior Policy and Qualifications 
Manager at UCAS

Q  Summary of role and tasks:

AI lead our Policy, Qualifications and 
Strategy team. My role is to understand 

what is happening in the education 
landscape, and what this means for students, 
universities, schools and colleges, and UCAS. 

Q 
What attracted you to this job?

AI’ve always been passionate about 
education, and how education can 

change lives. Being part of that is very 
exciting. 

QIs this something you always 
wanted to do? What other 

careers ideas did you have or look 
into?

AAbsolutely – as I said, I’ve always had 
a passion for education. As the first 

in my family to attend university, I’m a real 
example of how higher education can open 
doors for you. I’ve also been interested in 
politics and policy development, and the role 
I have marries the two up. 

QCould you tell us about your 
school experiences – what 

were you like and which subjects 
did you study at GCSE and A 
level and degree level? What 
qualifications are required for  
your role?

AI studied at Tewkesbury School, and I 
hope(!) I was seen as a good student. 

My A levels were in History, Business Studies 
and Psychology and I went on to study Law 
at Cardiff University. 

Tewkesbury School was a massive influence 
on me. Huw Myers and Lucy Johnson were 
very supportive and inspirational. They 
really encouraged me to stretch myself, 
and I probably would have taken a different 

course had they not had that influence. Now 
I’m trying to give back by being a Governor 
at the school. 

QWhat sort of training have you 
had to support your role?

AMy degree helped encourage a certain 
analytical way of thinking. I studied 

Law, but didn’t really want to be a solicitor. 
Instead, I studied a degree that I knew would 
open doors and develop transferable skills 
that would present different options for me. 
The skills I developed during my degree, such 
as communication, analytical and reasoning 
skills, are used day to day in my role. 

QWhere do you see your current 
employment skills and 

knowledge taking you in the future?

AMy natural progression is into 
broader strategic work – knowing 

the landscape helps you shape how the 
organisation should respond. I’m currently 
working on the next Corporate Strategy, 
setting the vision and direction for the 
organisation up until 2025. 

QWhy would you recommend 
UCAS as a company? How does 

UCAS recruit?

AAbsolutely – UCAS is an organisation 
that helps change people’s lives. We list 

job opportunities, including apprenticeships, 

on ucas.com. We also welcome students 
wishing to do work experience to help them 
gain valuable skills. 

QWhat advice do you have for 
young people who are unsure 

about their career direction? 

AThe UCAS website provides information 
on an array of post-18 opportunities, 

not just university or college. We provide 
information on apprenticeships, traineeships 
and employment – we can help you explore 
all your options. We also list apprenticeship 
opportunities in a search tool if you wanted to 
explore what career routes are available. 

Think about transferable skills – not all law 
graduates become solicitors or barristers, and 
not all history graduates become historians. 
For example, history students will develop 
strong writing and synthesis skills. These are 
the sorts of skills a journalist would use, but 
the link may not be that obvious. Transferable 
skills from courses may open doors you didn’t 
know were there. 

Also, it is absolutely fine to take your time to 
apply to university. In 2018 nearly 100,000 
UK 19 year old applicants applied via UCAS, 
along with over 140,000 students over the 
age of 21. People of all ages can benefit from 
higher education.  

Clare de Glanville
Assistant Headteacher

At the start of July, 75 Year 10 students were involved in a mock interview process as part 
of our Employability Skills Programme. We invited 16 business professionals into school 
who conducted a 30 minute interview with each of the students. The interview session 
allowed time for the interviewer to review the student’s CV, which had been written 
during phase 1 of the Employability Skills Programme. The mock interviews are designed 
to equip students with the valuable skills needed in a future interview scenario or job 
application process and will continue into next academic year. Following each interview, 
feedback was given to the student on the quality of their CV and interview technique, 
which will enable students to perfect their responses in the future. It also offered 
students a valuable insight into what prospective employers will be looking for. The day 
also involved a mock reception where a team of three students worked to welcome the 
interview candidates and then supported the interviewers throughout the day. 

We would like to thank the following businesses and organisations for giving their time 
to support our young people:

Gloucestershire Care Services/NHS, Cotteswold Dairy Ltd, Gloucestershire College, 
Jack Boskett Media, Lloyds Bank, Hilton Puckrup Hall, Geckota Ltd, Amiosec, GE 
Aviation, Hilton Puckrup Hall, The Tewkesbury Rotary Club, Mecwash and the 
University of Gloucestershire. 

YEAR 10 MOCK INTERVIEW DAY
Mrs Baird
Careers Adviser
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This amateur production is presented by arrangement with  Music Theatre International (Europe) All authorised
performance materials are also supplied by MTI Europe www.mtishows.co.uk  

Based on the New Line Cinema film written and directed by JOHN WATERS 
Orchestrations by Harold Wheeler  • Arrangements by Marc Shaiman 

Grande Royale Theatre Company presents 

Thursday 15th august  7.00 pm
Friday 16th august 7.00 pm
Saturday 17th august 2.30pm/7.30pm

Book by 
Mark O’Donnell
Thomas Meehan

Lyrics by
Scott Whittman
Marc Shaiman

Music by
Marc Shaiman

ROSES THEaTRE

Supported by
TICKETS £16
CONCESSIONS £14
Family tickets available

BOX OFFICE  01684 295074 
www.rosestheatre.org

TH
E

Tewkesbury GL20 5NX

Good luck to the very talented Jess Dash from Year 12 who is playing 
the lead role of Tracy Turnblad in the Roses Theatre’s production of 
HAIRSPRAY this summer holiday. She will appear on the opening 
and closing nights (Thursday 15 August at 7:00pm and Saturday 17 
August at 7:30pm). Anna Kosinska from Year 9 will be playing the 
role of Amber Von Tussle on these nights too. The show also features 
some of our former students, including Archie Watts, as Link Larkin 
and Emily Newman-Penny, who has just finished Year 11, as Penny 
Lou Pingleton. Hairpsray is a family-friendly musical that is piled, 
bouffant high, with laughter, romance, and deliriously tuneful 
songs. It’s going to be an amazing show - not to be missed! 

GET READY FOR THE NEW TERM

You should have the following items of 
stationery and equipment in school every day:

2 blue, 2 black, 2 red, 
2 green biros or gel ink pens
2 pencils
A 15 cm or 30 cm rule
Eraser
Pencil sharpener
Pair of compasses and protractor
A scientific calculator
Set of coloured pencils
Glue stick
Scissors
Earphones for use in IT lessons
Calculator
Subject exercise books/
folders/homework
Lanyard/card

NEARLY NEW UNIFORM

Thank you to anyone who has donated unwanted 

uniform or PE kit items for us to sell which raises funds 

and benefits other families who are in need of kit and 

uniform. 

The proceeds from the nearly new uniform sales have recently 

supported our Technology department enabling Mrs Cummins 

to buy a specialist sewing machine costing over £500. Funds 

have also been used to purchase new dictionaries, software and 

headphones for our English and Learning support departments. 

Please donate any unwanted branded items of school 

uniform, PE Kit, school shoes or football boots. Items 

can be handed in at the Visitor Reception which is 

open in the summer holidays. A list of all the items 

available can be found on the website.

Please visit our website
www.tewkesburyschool.org/about us - Open Mornings 2019  

to book your Open Morning tour. 

Expecting and Achieving Success

Open Evening |  Monday 23rd September 2019 |  5.30pm - 7.30pm
Open Mornings |  Tuesday 24th to Friday 27th September 2019 |  Tours at 9.15am & 11.15am

OPEN WEEK 2019




